Find The Perfect Wedding Hairstyle!
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Bridal Updo's
Updo's can be sleek and elegant with straight lines and slick
parts... or they can be soft and loose with elegant curls. Here are
a few of our favorite variations of the bridal updo.
Low Bun
Romance meets elegance in this movie-star-inspired updo.
You can have a tight and secure low bun, or try a loose
B variation with strands dancing around your face. A beautiful
r style for hair of all thickness and texture and really beautiful
i for brides with long hair.
d Traditional Updo
a Show off your highlights (natural or not!) when you part your
l hair on the side and pull it up into a bun, curly cluster or
B
L
ro french twist. This is the perfect option for brides with very thin
i or fine hair as well as those with long, thick hair.
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u to see more of our favorite wedding day hairstyles? Read
the
ln complete article: Bridal Hairstyles For Your Wedding Day
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The Wedding Planner:
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Question:
Where To Wear The Veil?
a not sure about my hairstyle, but I'm wondering... for an updo,
"I'm
g the veil go above or below your bun? With my hair down,
does
e I still wear a veil? If so, how do I make it stay in without
can
falling out? Also, is it old fashioned to wear a blusher veil over
your face?"
Answer: See The Answer!
Have your own question about the wedding?
Ask The Wedding Planner!

Brides: Planning a wedding?
Browse Williamsburg Weddings and find everything you need
to plan your special day from start to finish!
You can find all this advice and more on
WilliamsburgWeddings.com

Honeymoon In Florida!
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